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Purchasing Real Estate
Introduction

This is a simple step-by-step guide for purchasing realty property. It is written for
Buyer’s Agents, and private buyers. The basic steps are outlined with key 
actionable items that are customary when purchasing property. There are many 
dynamics when purchasing property. While the perfect sale exists, often there 
are other circumstances that arise that are not included in this guide. (Such as 
negotiating a sale price, dealing with lenders and other scenarios.) This guide’s 
mission is to present purchasing steps and processes to gain familiarity in this 
segment of the real estate industry.

This book will provide readers with: 

• Basic Realty Terminology
 

• Steps for purchasing a realty property through closing- 
(which is the same process for Realtors, or private buyers)

• Summary Review

• Plus 2 Quizzes to check your knowledge!

Below is a guidebook that may interest DIY Buyers and Sellers—and Realtors.
It is written for private parties considering a DIY purchasing and/or a For Sale By
Owner (FSBO). It’s comprehensive with 9 Q&A assessments to help you decide!
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Purchasing Real Estate
Understanding Basic Terms 

A Buyers Agent (BA) represents a Buyer while purchasing a property.

A Listing Agent (LA) represents a Seller during the sale of their property.

An Escrow Officer (EO) will handle all the legal aspects of a property sale through closing. 
Escrow Officers work for Title Companies where real estate sales are processed.

A Real Estate Agent has a real estate license and works under a Real Estate Broker who has 
met a state’s time and knowledge requirements. Both agents and brokers can assist buyers 
and sellers in the home-buying process.

The Multiple Listing Service (MLS) lists all homes and property for sale that is registered with 
this service. All Realtor websites pick up property listing information from the MLS database. 
Realtors use the MLS when a Seller signs up to list with them. And private sellers can also list
on the MLS as well by using a broker who provides this service for a fee. This DIY process 
provides sellers access to a broker’s website to upload their sale property. Listing information 
includes property pictures and description and all the sale details as outlined on a listing 
agreement. All realty forms (for your MLS region and state) are provided for sellers as well. 
There is minimal guidance or interaction given to sellers through this service as it’s expected 
sellers have some real estate knowledge.

FSBO means a home for sale by (a private) owner. No Realtor is typically involved. Many 
FSBO sellers will list their home on their own through the MLS, then offer a commission to a 
Buyers Agent for producing their home Buyer.

A Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA) is a legally binding contract offered by a Buyer to a 
Seller for purchasing their real property. This document outlines the sale price, deposit or 
down payment, terms and types of inspections required, personal property included/excluded,
and other aspects of a realty sale that needs defining.

Title Insurance is provided through a Title Company which processes a Buyer-Seller real 
estate transaction. Title insurance covers research into public records to ensure that the 
property title is free of liens and clear of encumbrances and can be sold without reservation.

Real property that is “in Escrow” means a third party (Escrow Officer) receives, handles and 
disburses all money between the transacting parties according to their PSA. This binding 
contractual arrangement is processed through a title insurance company. Escrow is typically 
30 days, yet dependent on the PSA terms and conditions. Escrow fees are paid by the Buyer 
and/or Seller. Who pays what is determined by what is customary for a region. A call to your 
Title Company can provide this information.
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Step-by-Step
Purchasing Real Estate

Steps for Purchasing a Property

Step 1: Financing
Figure out how you (or your buyer) will finance a 
property, how much you (or your buyer) can afford—or 
are willing to pay.

If you have the cash to purchase your property that’s great! Otherwise contact a 
lender to get pre-approved for a financed amount you can afford, and/or want to 
pay for a property. Check your credit report and score. Fair Isaac & Co. (FICO) 
assigns everyone a credit score ranging from 350 to 850. The higher your credit 
score, the lower the interest rate on your mortgage.  You can expect a better 
mortgage rate above 720 score. Home buyers pursuing an FHA loan can usually
secure a loan if their credit is 580 or higher. Whether you work with an agent, or 
not, as a Buyer you will be asked upfront about how you are going to finance a 
sale—prior to a Seller accepting your offer. 

Step 2: Be an Agent or Find One
Find a real estate agent, be a Buyers Agent
—or act as your own agent.

There are advantages to working with a Realtor and/or by yourself. It depends 
on many factors. Note that a Buyer does not pay a Buyer’s Agent commission—
the Seller does. For this reason, using a knowledgeable BA is cost effective. 
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Step 3: Locate Property
Locate a home or property to buy.

The internet is full of homes for sale. Zillow, Trulia, Realtor, plus there are many 
websites that are geared to special buying interests such as farms and ranches, 
or waterfront properties. Don’t overlook other avenues such as Craigslist, 
newspapers, magazines or even by word of mouth! Buyers typically know what 
they want and can pinpoint appropriate properties that will suit them with- or 
without a buyers agent.

Step 4: Present an Offer
Make an offer using a Purchase and Sale Agreement 
(PSA)

In hot markets homes will be snapped up fast and bidding wars are common. In 
slow markets there is more room to negotiate. Most houses are listed at fair 
market value because a sale price is driven by area comps that are SOLD. 
County records and realty websites will display recent sold prices for all 
properties. It is easy to find a comp price range for property you want to buy or 
sell. Sold properties offer a base point. However all properties have varying 
amenities that also factor in. Do your homework, so your offer will be 
considered. Buyers without agents can find Purchase and Sale Agreements 
(PSA) through the local MLS, a title company, a broker, or online. Be sure to 
select a PSA for your state and/or MLS region.

Step 5: Escrow
Offer Accepted > PSA Goes into Escrow

Once a PSA is signed by both Buyer and Seller the contract is put into escrow
with a reputable title company to process through to closing. You will be

assigned an Escrow Officer (EO) that will follow your contract until the final
signing on the date of closing. The EO will bring to attention any items that need
attending to keep the process on track. The title insurance company insurances
the property title to be sold. Title insurance is paid by the Seller and escrow fees
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Step-by-Step
Purchasing Review

Step 1: Financing

✔ Contact a lender

✔ Get pre-approved for a loan

✔ Check credit report and score

✔ Secure a loan approval letter

Step 2: Be an Agent or Find One

✔ Find a Buyers Agent

✔ Be your own purchasing agent

Step 3: Locate Property

✔ The Internet for MLS offerings: Zillow, Trulia, Realtor.com

✔ Specialty property sites not on the MLS

✔ For Sale By Owner properties

✔ Craigslist, newspapers, magazines and by word of mouth

Step 4: Present a Purchase and Sale Agreement 
(PSA)

✔ Locate and use a PSA for purchasing property

✔ Select a PSA for your state and/or MLS region.

✔ Offer price and terms commiserate with comps
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Step 5: Offer Accepted > PSA Goes into Escrow

✔ PSA is signed by both Buyer and Seller

✔ Find a reputable title company and Escrow Officer

✔ Place the PSA into escrow

✔ Once PSA is in escrow the inspection process begins. 

Step 6: Disclosure Documents

✔ Form 17 Seller Disclosure

✔ Lead Based Paint disclosure and pamphlet

✔ Other disclosures as per region or state requirements

Step 7: Home & Property Inspection Checklist

• Whole house-structural roof to foundation 

• Equipped for disaster zones 

• Well pump, flow test, well water testing

• Lead based paint for homes built before 1978 

• Asbestos for homes built before 1973 

• Termite, invasive insects, rodent infestation and destruction

• Septic tank and drain field, city sewer and water lines

• Mold, Radon or Methane Gas

• Other: HVAC, Chimney, Electrical, Pool & Spa, Stucco siding, Soil stability

• County assessor and taxation records: Property building permits; Real 
estate taxes; Property line maps; legal descriptions.

• FEMA flood zone areas

• Underground utilities
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Purchasing Real Estate
Step-by-Step

Name the Steps Quiz
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Purchasing Real Estate
Step-by-Step

Connect Steps to Action Quiz

Step Numbers Actions Assign
Step #

Step 1: Financing

Step 2: Be an Agent or 
Find One

Step 3: Locate Property

Step 4: Present a 
Purchase and Sale 
Agreement (PSA)

Step 5: Offer Accepted 
> PSA Goes into Escrow

Step 6: Disclosure 
Documents

Step 7: Home & 
Property Inspections

Step 8: Buyer Walk 
Through

Step 9: Closing Day

Find a title company and Escrow Officer

Inspect final work agreed upon or as written
in an addendum

√ County assessor and taxation records

Get pre-approved for a loan

Get property keys

Lead Based Paint disclosure and pamphlet

Well pump, flow test, well water testing

Find a Buyers Agent

Find Internet for MLS offerings

Buyer brings bank certified cashiers check

PSA is signed by both Buyer and Seller

Select a PSA for your state or MLS region

Secure a loan approval letter

Check status on buyer’s loan

√ Termites and/or insects, rodent infestation

Seller fills out Form 17 for buyer

Make an offer; then present with PSA
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Purchasing Real Estate
Step-by-Step

About the Author

Author Patty Ann has held a long-time interest and history in real estate. In her twenties she 
acquired a real estate certificate. Thereafter she obtained a Realtor license. It was short lived 
as Patty Ann’s  teaching profession in adult education took precedence. However, this realty 
knowledge served her real estate investments and transactions throughout her life.

Additionally, Patty Ann’s extensive hands-on remodeling, repair and rehab- gave her realistic 
life skill sets- and insight to conforming construction practices. However, real estate 
contractors and builders were in her family tree. So one might say this avocation was 
not only a professional-personal passion, but also inspired by her background!

The information offered in this ebook—and all Patty Ann’s Real Estate Ethics guides comes 
from her true life personal events. Please Note: Patty Ann is not giving legal advice. She is 
only sharing her real estate knowledge based on her 30+ years of experience. 

Patty believes in empowering people to make self-reliant choices. Through evaluation and 
exploring step actions, many proactive folks are opting to engage in DIY adventures now. 
And, buying or selling personal property via a DIY and/or FSBO is just one of these options.

Thank YOU!
Your Purchase Supports

Your Positive Feedback & Ratings are Appreciated

Check Out Other PattyAnn.net Real Estate Books!
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